Hello!
In this edition: three new series of one-off prints and artwork, upcoming fairs, plus other
updates and info.

People of Print article
If you'd like to find out a bit more about how I create art, this article on the People of Print
website is a good place to start:
https://www.peopleofprint.com/solo-artist/alex-russell-printmaking-with-code

Developing the A Scheme Not Of This Word series

Inkt Vis Inkt
Inkt Vis Inkt is my latest series of one-off artworks, inspired by the idea of working with
imperfections in printing processes.

First-showing of two new runs of the Inkt Vis Inkt code, on sale soon
Read more here: https://alexrussell.com/inkt-vis-inkt-art
Browse the series here: https://alexrussell.com/product-category/inkt-vis-inkt-prints

Roundles Pallet, Connected Play
These two series also launched over the last few months.

Roundles Pallet (right) creates complexity out of simple spots and stripes. Forthcoming
prints feature a new colour palette
Read more here: https://alexrussell.com/roundles-pallet-art
Browse the series here: https://alexrussell.com/product-category/roundles-pallet-prints
Connected Play (left) draws on the concept of synaptic connection patterns that allow
humans to learn and form memories.
Read more here: https://alexrussell.com/connected-play-art
Browse the series here: https://alexrussell.com/product-category/connected-play-prints

"The One" show*
Future Rope Core Memory 220916 1200 has been selected for “The One” International
Digital Art Contest organised by Fundacja Pinata. It’s a 50cm x 50cm artwork, created
especially for the competition. It will be exhibited at the Forum Gallery, Nicolaus Copernicus
University in Toruń (PL) in December 2022.
(*Not the BBC One Show)

Future Rope Core Memory 220916 1200, plus a detail

Liverpool/Leeds
I've got a couple of new fairs in new cities coming up. On 6 November, I'll be at Liverpool
Print Fair, and on 13 November Leeds Craft and Flea. Come and say hello!

More details of Liverpool print fair: https://www.liverpoolprintfair.co.uk/
More details of Leeds Craft and Flea: https://www.thecraftandflea.com/

A1 prints
I'm working on a new project, making 75 cm x 50 cm prints that will be printed on A1 paper.
Here's a preview of one of them.
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If you've got any questions or want to find out about buying or commissioning art, email me
at alex@alexrussell.com
To get more frequent updates, follow @alexrussell_art on Instagram or Twitter.
Thanks,
Alex
If you would like to get the newsletter in future, email alex@alexrussell.com with "Subscribe" as the subject. I
won't share your email or use it for anything else and you can unsubscribe whenever you want. You'll get about 4
newsletters a year.

